Editor’s Note:
Dear gentle reader: I’m an editor and you’re tant torches, whispering “Make friends with
the horror.” Then go put some more halfnot. What the hell is wrong with you?
baked, excitable junk out into the world. Go!

WHY DON’T YOU HAVE YOUR OWN
MAGAZINE?
*it’s cheap!*

The first hurdle that one must overcome when
dredging up a magazine from the creative
muck that’s caked to one’s forebrain is the
dreadful Success Oriented Mindset. If you’re
playing to win, you’re in the wrong game,
friend.

NO ONE PAYS TO READ NEAT STUFF
If you’re going into this with a “business model” or expectations of “sustainability”, well,
I’m not sure you’re someone that I’d like to
give my hard-earned reading time to such a
wide-eyed capitalist dreamer. Leave the delusions of “career” for someone who’s not making a goddamn zine. Plunge headlong into
the welcoming ocean of mistake, compromise
and madness. Spurt out a graceful arc of $$$
into the clear blue sky and be liberated from
the pressure of too much accumulated cash.

A FEW WORDS
WITH JIM MUNROE
Writer, mediamaker, diehard DIYer
and a teacher in that Internet Age
way where those who have done are
expected to help those who wish to
do. The hub to get started on all things
Jim Munroe is his longstanding site
NoMediaKings.org. This interview
was a blatant excuse to call up a role
model and pick his brain about how to
set a course through turbulent seas of
making a life as a creator.
I caught up with him while he walked
through his neighborhood in Toronto,
the sounds of crowds, construction
and traffic bleeding through. These
were nice auditory reflections of the
central focus we talked around: the
infrastructure you build as an artist to
be able to make your art and it out to
people wherever they are.

You’re starting out to make pretty little failures. Embrace it. Think of Marlon Brando
sweating in the jungle night gazing at the dis-

things to google: catabolic collapse -- mud glyph cave - --chaos magick

TITLE: One of the main gripes about doing it DIY is that it adds this whole other time burden in addition to just creating. What are your thoughts on dividing up your time between
creating, promoting and logistics?
Jim: Media is almost sort of a performative platform so it definitely has an appeal for me.
As someone who was involved very early on (in having to self-promote) my muscles have
sort of grown in that respect to where I can do that justice. I don’t view it as a necessary
evil. It’s a creative endeavor in its own right.
TITLE: What new channels of distribution/
tactics for self-publishing has you excited
lately?
Jim: Bittorrent. It’s one of the most brilliant/
resilient/disruptive technologies that’s come
up. It’s easy and they can’t shut it down. It
seems like the Majors are dealing with it
the way they always do with a new thing:
just ignore it as long as you can.
TITLE: As in, “Home Taping is Killing
Music”?
JIM: Yeah. Exactly. Every new distribution
tech.

PLACEHOLDER: strip of shots from his various works, distorted, photo copied filtered

things to google: wu mao dang - - cellphone battery fire starter

“Culture is a

JIM: Look at Louis C.K... it’s not a model that everyone can
follow. A lot of the fanbase is built through file-sharing. Part of
commodity.
getting into that fandom, you develop an interest in his person.
It’s not like rice or box- People were really primed to support him.
Audience-wise... people really enjoy that direct simple transaces. It’s always derivation.
One or two fewer layers than previously.
tive, always related to

weird

someone else’s creative
TITLE: that going through a big webstore like Amazon?
work. So selling it…
it’s weirder.
JIM: Yeah. Definitely. It’s something I’m experimenting with

The infrastructure around with the ebooks. (pay what you want) It’s averaged out to the
artists was necessary at
price I might have set myself. About $5 apiece. The actual transone point but maybe...
action is what helps me continue making it.
now it’s not.”
A lot of people hate that, regret it. But the form isn’t going away.
These media will all continue to exist. Poetry didn’t die off just because it didn’t survive
as the mainstream medium of choice like it did for a few hundred years. It’s just that now
it’s understood that poetry is something you can’t make a living on. Maybe books are that
way too. Everybody cooks right?
Not everybody’s gonna make a living off of it. The whole economic model is tied into
the authenticity of it. At a party when you tell someone that you’re a writer, the next few
questions will always be some attempt to ferret out how REAL of a writer you are. “Are
you published? “Do you get paid for it?” and so on.
Somehow getting paid is supposed to be the be all end all of who’s real or not… and that
sucks but it’s just a cultural perception thats been there for hundreds of years. Punk subculture counteracts this…
TITLE: But that can be it’s own trap, its own set of rigid rules…
JIM: For sure. That’s an equal and opposite force but it also falls short of the truth. Every
artistically driven subculture has that message… “the status quo’s assessment of art is
wrong or limited or evil” or whatever. It’s all about the contrast. It’s important to feel you
have the mobility to go from one to the other… mainstream reality is only one possibility,
punk rock is only one take on it… Subcultures are really important cultural constructs that
serve a lot of purposes. Its important when you’re young, you almost take refuge in the
punk subculture bubble.

things to google: dock ellis LSD no-hitter -- “belief is a tool” -- BigTrak Jr.

“IT HELPS QUIET THE NOISE
where you’re not constantly thinking

“is this going to make money?”
From

a

creative

standpoint

that’s

really

important.”

TITLE: What you think when you hear the terms ‘IP’ and ‘content’ being tossed around in
regards to creative work?
JIM: They’re terrible words, of course.They’re very loaded and political. In the games
world they’re used more frequently than in communities that I’ve been involved with. It
definitely gives a sense of where someone is coming from but they may just be trying to
sound professional.
I feel like it gives a factory metaphor to a cultural process. Which is understandable from
the perspective of the owners and those who want to control the flow of income producing culture. But culture is not a commodity like rice or salt. It’s more complicated.
It’s miscategorized in a sense. We have been able to sell culture in a way because of physical limitations. It used to be strictly tied to units you move around. Internet takes away
the rationale for why we’re selling it. Maybe it should be free. Like when you commodify
love and turn it into prostitution. Well there’s a general consensus that comodifying love
its not a great thing Culture is more like love than salt in that everyone is capable of producing it.
I think reassessing it at this stage is a great thing. It might mean I’m out of a job but to be
honest, I’ve lived on less and I’ve done more on a variety of things because I’ve had to
over the years. The kind of creative specialization that’s the norm, the main value of it to
people is that it gives them an identity. Editor. Special effects creator.
TITLE: Right. Titles.
JIM: But I think most would tell you that it’s pretty boring to do the same thing over and
over. Maybe the basic things we need to do to live are getting easier and more available
to everybody. Maybe that means we can work less and have a playful artistic side that we
all indulge more often… and have that not be a monetized thing that needs to put food on
the table. There are very few people who are generating schoolteacher money from what
they do with art.

things to google: operation midnight climax - - pleistocene rewilding

TITLE: How much do you make from what you do?
JIM: I make about 15 to 30k a year, not just from my art but from a variety of things…
grants, commissions… and for a lot of people thats poverty. I’m living in poverty and believe me, I’m fine with that. I get to do what I want all day. With artists its always something of a sideline.
TITLE: That’s kind of my last question. About frugality as a necessary component of the
creative life.
JIM: It’s absolutely hand in glove. A lot of people just get tired of making art because of
that reason.
I don’t have a day job, really. That’s kind of rare… most people live in anxiety about their
financial situation and that makes being an artist untenable. That’s a huge element. If it
takes you 10 years to get established as an artist to just make poverty wages… that’s not
going to work for most people.
And yes, being Canadian is an advantage… if there weren’t all these grants and fellowships available, for sure I’d have to have a day job.

things to google: doukhobors - - jack parsons - - hoffman island NY

Tools

and

Recipes

• Free Verbal Mulch
“The hale enchantress poses ‘pon husky columns,
her placid covering violet of tincture… crimson
oculars flashing with innocence and auditories
pricked atop her powerful physique.”

Or say you find yourself working a deadend job as M. Night Shamalon’s assistant
and he needs a plot twist by 5 pm. No
sweat: “At this juncture a hungover police
officer arrives and serves dinner.”

You think I could have written that? Ha,
fat chance. No poet of magic-dealing furry
slash fiction am I. In fact, I don’t even
know what that last sentence means.

And yes, the terms of use say you can use
whatever comes spewing out of this internet idea hole. Serendipity: Because there’s
only so many times your readers will accept a character named Lorem Ipsum.

Serendipity’s text generators kick holes in
your writer’s block with multiple genres of
automatic gibberish. Need a fantasy story
plot? How about: “In this story, witches
and merfolk clash with a retired elf stuck
in the middle.” It’s the next Harry Potter I
tell ya.

+ nine.frenchboys.net
(yes, that is really the URL)

• Auto-Generate Music
Adjust tempo, key, instruments, style, then
download as an editable MIDI file.
+ tones.wolfram.com

• Find vacant lots in NYC
Search for address, click ‘Land Use’
checkbox on right
+ oasisnyc.net/map.aspx

• TWINE Your Own Adventure
Twine is a free tool (Win/Mac) for making
Choose Your Own Adventure style games.
+ http://gimcrackd.com/etc/src/

• Ivy League Freshman Year
OpenYale offers a semester’s worth of
lectures from 42 different classes.
+ oyc.yale.edu/

• Any Sunday, Someone in Brooklyn Will Teach You to Solder
Soldering is needed for assembling electronics and building world-destroying robots.
+ 657 Meeker Ave #1L, (Graham Ave on the L). Contact: info@alphaonelabs.com

things to google: kwakwaka’wakw masks - - james river reserve fleet

contributers wanted

seeking: wordsmiths, researchers, coders, and scissor-wielders
for Issue 3: Adopt a Member of the Ruling Class
no poetry, thanks. (I’m sure it’s wonderful.)
titleofmagazine@gmail.com

things to google: rabbit starvation - - vozrozhdeniye Island - - panjandrum

Sometimes when I can’t sleep I get dressed and head
out early to take the very long way to work. Down
Brooklyn out over the bridge to Staten Island. Cross on
the ferry and up Manhattan by bus. Or through Queens,
bouncing off Jamaica to take the A train underneath
what was once farmland and swamp. Or just down to
Coney Island, walk the boardwalk, take off my shoes
and get in the sea with the sun coming up, staining
everything red and guilty.
Transit meditation. Being swept up in the movements
of the city’s circulatory system. Box trucks delivering
calories, materials, merchandise, and meaning.
Emergency vehicles swarming to clot cross-streets,
to attack a breach of code. Everywhere noise, signal,
electricity, smell, language, atmosphere.
On a subway stair step: An acorn cap, a receipt for
Belgian waffles and a whimsical turd shaped like an
overgrown Hershey’s Kiss.
A prerecorded announcement says: “At no time are you
allowed to leave any personal belongings unattended
on the ferry.”
Men and women in blue golf shirts and khakis, black
pistol holsters strapped to their right legs. Two women

in brightly colored tights balance a bulky wicker bag
between them, its contents covered with newspapers.
A girl on the 7 train tucks her cellphone into her hijab,
switches hands on the central pole to mark her place in
her copy of Fight Club.
Seeing faces in the wash of information moving around
you at all times. Patterns in the static. The minor gods
of NYC manifesting themselves: Guluiani, Malcolm
X, Berkowitz. Typhoid Mary in the wobbling air that
breathes out from subway vents. Spirits of war, of
change, of struggle, pain, fear, joy. See Ed Koch in the
clouds, Bernie Goetz and Amadou Diallo. The contours
of Robert Moses and the Rebbe rippling through
concrete, steel, wood, and asphalt. Tesla and Warhol.
Look up and see the Falling Man, forever suspended in
every sky, every far away plane, every plastic bag caught
by an updraft.
When waiting for the train, look down the subway
tunnel at the dark, searching for the buttery warmth of
light on the ancient dug out walls. Focus on the glow, pull
it up from the black with all your mental concentration.
Whisper “I summon you”.

things to google: doraemon and st. elsewhere - - new chronology (fomenko)

THIS IS ALL YOU HAVE TO DO

Here you go. Five major chords, all you need to fake it through the first few months. Play
one for awhile, then change to another. Then back. Then again. Over and over.

S oo n e r o r late r it ’ ll sou n d li k e so m ethi n g .
No guitar? Easily fixed. In every city, all around the world, people everywhere are giving
up on learning guitar. One of them is your friend or a friend of a friend. A friend’s boyfriend. He’ll never pick up that cheap Stratocaster knockoff again. Ask around, make an
offer. (Same method works for paints, bikes, keyboards and screenprinting gear.)

things to google: serfdom in tibet -- hasil adkins -- atari punk console

things to google: thorium reactor -- asherah -- $5 drum machine

Long-running webcomic Cat and Girl has always walked the line between
surrealist humor and the mundane, no-fun grind of being poor, whip smart
and trying to make it on cartoonist money. Packing goofs, winking asides
and brilliant little non-sequiters like delicious styrofoam peanuts hover
around the heavier realities of life. This focus on the nitty-gritty of being
creative and broke leaks beyond the comics panel boundary, yielding such
gems as the biographical comic strip Donation Derby (dontate some cash
and artist Dorothy Gambrell makes a comic about how she spends it) and
now the bi-annual report How Much I Make: a chart that tracks the creator’s
income, broken down by source, month to month.
TITLE: What’s your inspiration for revealing the nuts and bolts of your income? Confession? Transparency? Clever marketing feedback mechanism for the Donation Derby?
DOROTHY: Transparency. Or - personal curiosity, mostly. I think the ways people in socalled creative professions make a living is a pretty interesting topic.
TITLE: How do you keep track of your finances? Are you particularly systematic or do
you just cobble things together when it’s tax time/infographic time?

things to google: fort roughs - - asbestos shrouds - - jules bourglay

DOROTHY: I keep a whole lot of records for taxes, and I keep track of what kind of merchandise people buy so that I only recorder the things that very few people buy and not
the things that nobody buys. And because I like having records around.
TITLE: How does the Donation Derby work tax-wise? Is that income?
DOROTHY: Yes. And I have been advised by a Tax Semi-Professional that solicited donations are always counted as income, so income it will continue to be.
TITLE: Do you think about what events you’re going to write about for the Donation
Derby while they happen or is that rounded up after the fact?
DOROTHY: I try to not let future thoughts of Donation Derby interfere with the actual living of my life. They sometimes do anyway.
TITLE: What sort of merch gives you the best profit? That is, if a fan is buying your stuff
to support you, what’s the best for your income?
DOROTHY: Stuff has fixed costs. My labor... my labor, if no one is interested in it, is
worth nothing. So purchases that involve my labor are the best return for me. Donation
Derby, signed books and the personalized Compromise posters.
TITLE: How are you getting by in Brooklyn on four grand a year? Any frugality tips?
$4302.02 is how much I have made so far this year. I made $21,098.54 in 2010. I did
spend two years in Brooklyn on less than $12000 a year. After that, $21098.54 is easy.
DOROTHY: My conscious thoughts are nothing but a stream of frugality tips, really.
Make your own food, carry your own water, walk everywhere. Live in an undesirable
neighborhood. Take the G train home.
TITLE: Have your feelings changed at all about putting this sort of financial information
out there?
DOROTHY: No, no at all. I like the commenters who warn that I may one day regret this
(presumably when I make more money). I would love to be in a position to regret this
because of money.

things to google: paper terrorism - - charles voyde harrelson - - gladio

things to google: killer ape theory - - MONIAC computer - - axis mundi

things to google: joe minter - - oklo reactor - - judica-cordiglia brothers

			

Peel and Stick Fun!

Done reading this issue? Not going to treasure it forever? Pass it on
then! Peel off the plastic below and stick this magazine some place
where somebody else can find it and enjoy! Exclamation points!!!

· ISSUE 1 ·
FREE if you print it at work!
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